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A homely feel
and curated
design are
our idea of
hospitality.

The enjoyment of feeling 
at home, surrounded by 
all the commodities of a 
hotel space. 

With LAGO as your partner, you can
increase the perceived value of your
hospitality space with high-end,
designer products that convey the
same care that is put into creating a
home environment.

Air bed, Air desk.
Depth basin.
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Skin basin.

Personalised
design, to suit
your idea of
hospitality.

Air bed, Air desk.
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21WOL
   way of 
 living

Milan

Hotel, co-living space, bistro
and co-working space.
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21 Way Of Living
is a venue that
brings together
several different
hospitality
solutions.
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120 rooms
for long
and short
stays.
From time-limited stays (hotels) to long-term 
spaces and solutions (co-living).
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The quality of the 
design project can be
felt as soon as you
enter. The layout and
colour scheme are 
the first invitation to 
explore the generous
bistro and co-working
spaces.
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400 m  of 
co-working 

space.
Private corners with all the accessories

you need for studying and working alternate 
with minimalist spaces designed to encourage

concentration and facilitate meetings 
and business.
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Air table, Air sofa.

The prominence
of lightness
and elegance.

Air tables and sofas are the
main players in a lively bistro
area and co-working space. 

With their floating effect, LAGO furniture
solutions combine to create a flexible and
modular interior, adding precious value to
areas dedicated to relaxation, cooking and
work. To experience as if it were home.
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Air table, Air bookshelf.
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A designer hotel
revolutionising
the concept of
hospitality.

Smart wardrobe, Air bed.
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Air bed, 36e8 bedside tables.

 Feel at home,
 even when travelling. 

In perfect harmony with the 
furniture in communal areas, 
Air double beds and suspended 
bookshelves are an opportunity 
to personalise and reinvent
private spaces in rooms 
depending on stay type 
and duration.
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POĒSIS
     experience
 hotel

Rome

Boutique Hotel.
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Air bookshelf, 36e8 sideboard.

Passion and
attention to
detail for the
new look
palazzo from
the late 1800s.
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8 suites,
reception area,
public spaces
and dining room
with panoramic
terrace.

Suspended beds, walk-in wardrobes and an aesthetic 
brimming with fine materials, including glass and centuries-
old Wildwood, define the elegance of the hotel interiors.

Air bed, Air desk.
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Air bed.
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 Innovative walk-in 
 wardrobe designs create 
 order in your everyday 
 spaces like hallways 
 and bathrooms. 

Wooden and glass shelves, plus highly
customisable structures create a
lighter-than-air effect for a space that
knows no limits. Be completely free to
create your composition and give your
interiors their own identity.

Depth basin.
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Air bed, 36e8 sideboard.

Design
enhancing
the appeal of
a timeless
location.

The perfect architectural setting for the LAGO 
design alphabet.

Iconic LAGO products retain a lightness that only 
enhances the hotel’s historical setting.
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Air bed, Air bedside table, 36e8 sideboard.
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Air table.

Up on the top floor, 
the breakfast room 

boasts beautiful views, 
complemented by the 
sleek, simple lines of 

Air tables. The ultimate 
ethereal design, up 
among the clouds.
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QC TERME
  San Pellegrino

San Pellegrino

Hotel.
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Air bookshelf, Air sofa, Air occasional table.

49 rooms, a hall
and lounge area
for QC Room.
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Air table, Air bench, 30mm Weightless bookshelf.

The lounge area
has a dynamic,
welcoming vibe

thanks to its simple
pieces of furniture

with an elegant
architectural design.
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Air sofa, Air occasional table.

 Sofas and occasional 
 tables from the Air 
 collection furnish the 
 hotel’s lounge area. 

Modular suspended effect items offer 
a fresh approach to space, where
the emphasis is on functionality
and comfort.
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Fluttua bed.

An iconic bed
for floating in
comfort.

The amazing design of the Fluttua bed brings magic 
to hotel suites and a unique experience of comfort 
for every guest.
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 The design vocabulary 
 used in every space 
 and room is rooted 
 in comfort. 

In tune with the communal
areas, the room interiors are
also centred around timeless
elegance. Every room has a 
suspended bed with a centuries-
old Wildwood headboard. The 
same finish is carried over to the 
desk, and the basin in the suites.

Fluttua bed.
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Air bookshelf, Air Wildwood Bench.

QC TERME
  San Pellegrino

Spa & Wellness.

San Pellegrino
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Air bookshelf, Air sofa, Air Wildwood bench.

Air sofa, Air occasional table, Air bookshelf.

 The wellness area offers 
 guests a luxury experience. 

The large frescoed hall at QC Terme San
Pellegrino features a new layout with self-
standing furniture, perfect for preserving 
the walls of the historic palazzo. Air tables,
bookshelves and sofas show off their extreme
design flexibility, forming several sitting areas
and presenting an original display of San
Pellegrino bottles.
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HOTEL 
  Europa

Cortina d'Ampezzo

Hotel.
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Air bench, Air sofa, Air occasional tables, LagoLinea bookshelf

A superb
destination.

After extensive refurbishment, Hotel
Europa has chosen to work with
LAGO to become a design hotel
marked by outstanding quality,
furnishing all of its spaces: 
bedrooms, communal spaces 
and the reception area.
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LagoLinea bookshelf, Air sofa, Air coffee tables.

A blend of
textures, design
furniture and
bespoke
solutions.
Materials traditionally found in the local
architecture around Cortina sit alongside 
LAGO’s contemporary furniture, giving Hotel 
Europa a fresh identity. Some of the modular 
elements, like the sofas and the bar counter, 
were designed to feature in public spaces.
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Air bench, Air sofa, Air coffee tables.
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Fluttua bed.

More than 50
rooms furnished
by LAGO design.
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Fluttua bed.
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 A wall-mounted basin 
 that explores a sense 
 of depth. 

The Depth basin, carved out of
a sculpted, centuries-old oak
trunk in Wildwood, provides an
unexpected textured element
and creates a design that
floats in the bathroom space.
The heat treatment applied to
the wood makes it fully
waterproof and extremely
resistant.

Depth basin.
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Cortina d'AmpezzoVIP CLUB 
     Luxury Private
   Members Club

Hotel Europa’s
private club.
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Dangla chairs, Air tables with central base.

Cortina’s most in
place to socialise has
been transformed into
an exclusive space.
Custom furniture and warm, welcoming furniture
define the atmosphere of this luxury club which
opened in Hotel Europa in the 1970s. Every 
detail adds to the intimate sophistication 
designed for a discerning cosmopolitan clientele.
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36e8 sideboard.
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COCOON 
     Maldives

Maldive

The Maldives’ first 
designer resort.
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Air sofa, Air coffee tables.

Spaces designed
with sartorial precision 

to create the setting 
for an experience to 
match the incredible 

surroundings.
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Air Wildwood tables, Air Wildwood benches.

146 rooms,
a presidential
suite, reception
area, restaurant
and communal
spaces.
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Air bed.

The aim of the design
in all rooms and spaces 
is to support human
interaction through
a fruitful interplay 
of nature and the 
lightness of the
furniture.
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Depth basin.
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Air coffee tables, Dangla chairs.
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Beds

Wardrobes and walk-in closets

Bathroom

Coffee tables

Sofas

Bookshelves

Tables

Chairs
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Furnish your
hotel with
LAGO design.

Rimini @ Demo Hotel
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Bergamo @ Podere Cavaga

Scan the QR Code 
to discover all Beds.

SUSPENDED BEDS WITH
CUSTOMISABLE HEADBOARDS

The iconic design of the famous LAGO
suspended bed meets elegant wall-mounted
headboards, in fabric or centuries-old
Wildwood, with or without shelves and 
bedside tables. A bed with clean lines that 
enables more efficient housekeeping.

Metal legs provide an elegant robustness
that frees the bed from anchoring to the
wall. The headboard comes in different
sizes and finishes, and provides an ultra-
personal touch. Use it to create elegant
chromatic contrasts in the bedroom space.

Fluttua bed

Steel bed

A free-standing bed, suspended on robust
tempered glass supports. Practical to install 
with clean lines that make housekeeping more 
efficient. Two single beds can be joined to 
form a double and separated as needed.

Air bed
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Viterbo @ The Pinball

Scan the QR Code 
to discover all Wardrobes.

FULLY CUSTOMISABLE WARDROBES 
AND WALK-IN CLOSETS

N.O.W. wardrobe Et Voilà wardrobe

Walk-in closets

N.O.W. Quick 
wardrobe

Smart wardrobe

Innovative, colourful and modular: wardrobes by LAGO are part 
of the architecture of your interiors, adapting to any space. 

Traditional doors have been replaced with glass, melamine or lacquered 
coloured panels, or even original fabric alternatives. Floor-standing or 
wall-mounted designs create an infinite number of different moods 

for suites and hotel rooms. Walk-in wardrobes provide practical 
solutions to furnish and organise a bedroom or hallway space with 

a lighter look, embellished with elegant details.
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Scan the QR Code 
to discover all Bathroom.

BATHROOM WITH
SURPRISING TEXTURES

Depth basin Skin basin

Cellule basin

Kera basin

Washbasins and storage units in a variety of forms and finishes bring 
creativity to the bathroom. Round and square basins made from glass, 

Wildwood or ceramic, or with an elegant mosaic finish. 
These washbasins are integrated into highly customisable 

modular bases units made from materials that are easy to clean 
and have enduring beauty.

36e8 basin
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Scan the QR Code 
to discover all Coffee tables.

CONTEMPORARY TABLES IN SO
MANY FORMS AND MATERIALS

Air Wildwood Coffee table Pleasure Coffee table

UpGlass Coffee table Tell Coffee tableBlendie Coffee table

Air Rotondo Coffee table

A versatile range of occasional tables with rectangular, round, 
moulded or elliptical tops. Their innovative construction quality sees 
them suspended on sturdy tempered glass supports or bases with 

refined textures. This collection of occasional tables features extensive 
customisation options for original compositions and combinations in 

foyers and public spaces with personality.
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Milano @ QC Terme Milano

Scan the QR Code
to discover all Sofas.

MODULAR SOFAS AND VERSATILE
ARMCHAIRS FOR LOUNGE AREAS

Air sofa Air Soft sofa

Sand sofa Happening sofa

Huggy armchairChama armchairHappening armchair

Modular sofas and armchairs with an infinite selection of soft, rounded 
backrests and seats provide all the freedom you need for your 

composition. Transform communal spaces and lounge areas, and even 
bedrooms and suites, with these adaptable, comfy touches.

Quality materials, ergonomic designs and real personality make 
for original compositions.
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Cuneo @ B&b Paroldo

Scan the QR Code
to discover all Bookshelves.

VERSATILE BOOKSHELVES FOR
ENDLESS DESIGN OPTIONS

A self-standing, double-faced bookshelf with a 
concealed fastening mechanism that gives the 
structure stability and makes it safe. 
The Air bookshelf presents no limits on size 
and can be positioned in the middle of the 
room and extended upwards as far as the 
ceiling to create an elegant, architectural 
partition solution. Chunky shelves can be 
alternated with functional storage elements.

With an innovative patented side-suspension 
mechanism, this wall-mounted bookshelf is 
part of the high-end, expressive LagoLinea 
range, where no hard-and-fast rules apply. 
Build a composition that adapts to your 
space in a natural way and have fun 
adding shapes and patterns into the existing 
architecture. An original way to 
tell a story and organise space functionally 
and creatively.

Air bookshelf

LagoLinea bookshelf
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Milano @ Contract Lab

Scan the QR Code
to discover all Tables.

MINIMALIST SUSPENDED
TABLES

The iconic and timeless Air table design gives 
the surrounding space a light, bright feel. 
The top is available in a rich assortment of 
finishes, whether it’s Wildwood oak, coloured 
glass or the surprising textures of XGlass. 
A minimal design provides room for 
custom solutions for all kinds of settings 
clientele.

The Air table with round top enhances the 
feeling of conviviality in restaurants and 
public spaces where elegance and lightness 
are key.

Table with metal base available with square 
or round top and a host of colour and finish 
customisation options.

Air Wildwood table

Air Rounded table

Air table with central base
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Scan the QR Code
to discover all Chairs

Dangla chair Pletra chair

Steps chair

Ermes chair

Woop chair Air bench

Colourful, comfortable and with unexpectedly ergonomic: LAGO 
chairs have surprising design features in store that combine originality 
and comfort. Padded solutions and seats inspired by the most LAGO 
of aesthetics offer outstanding customisation options and integrate 

perfectly into the style of any setting.

MODERN CHAIRS
AND SEATS
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CONTRACT
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Getting a hospitality space to feel like a home is 
about ensuring it is comfortable, interesting and has 

variety. To recreate the atmosphere, warmth and 
characteristics of a home, it is essential to choose 
an all-round partner to supply the furniture for all 

living spaces:

ONE PARTNER
FOR ALL AREAS 
OF YOUR HOTEL

Suites and bedrooms • Reception and communal areas • Barand restaurant

From our experience generating well-being
in residential spaces, LAGO offers a
design approach that gives shape to
high-quality hospitality settings.

 A single supplier for all aspects 
 of the design project. 

Design originality and functionality, 
along with outstanding materials are the 
guarantee for timeless products that form a 
common thread running through all areas of 
a facility, creating a distinctive image.

Design support and planning 
implemented through our professional 
space optimisation services, technical 
assistance, delivery, assembly and 
communication.
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A dedicated
communication
plan.

+ 400 
Locations throughout 
the world

• Apartments

• Museums, private and public spaces

• Offices

• Hotels and B&Bs

• Bars and restaurants

• Real Estate

Social Network

1,5 M
Followers

Newsletter

+350 K
Contacts

Advertising

+22 M
People reached

around the world

LAGO.IT

+3,5 M
Visits

We work to create a dedicated
communication plan for your
project using LAGO’s official
communication channels.
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Communication
activities
and services.
We promote your business and
connect it to the LAGO DESIGN
NETWORK.

Professional Shooting, Video 
and Styling of spaces.

Targeted actions for
events and publication
in local press.

Design project described online 
at lago.it.

Regular publication
on main LAGO

digital channels. 

Facebook, Instagram, 
YouTube, LinkedIn and
corporate newsletter.
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STRATEGIC
PARTNERS

The best brands for a quality 
offering with excellent perceived 
value. We work synergistically with 
trusted partners who are established 
leaders in their field.

Showroom space available with our
partners.

Technical Partner

Materials and finishes to complete
your interior designs with
CONTRACT LAB.

LAGO’s hallmark modular design
offering infinite solutions, combined 
with a targeted selection of MAD051
materials, are what ensure Contract 
Lab is able to create tailor-made 
projects that add real value.

Showroom at Via Brera 30, Milan.

PARTNER FOR 
INTERIORS

THE BEST BRANDS SUPPLYING:
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Essential lines
of timeless
design.

LAGO  design draws its strength 
from simplicity. Clean forms 
and language, modularity and 
architectural mimesis unleash an 
innate gift for dialogue across 
different styles and contexts. 
Design with a strong personality 
and an enduring appeal centred 
around sustainability and 
materials research.
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Tailoring
and limitless
finishes
for your
creativity.

Products offering a high degree of 
modularity and interaction are the 
perfect way to adapt furniture to 
different spaces. Limitless geometries 
and sizes to customise with 150 
materials and innovative finishes. 
A wide assortment of solutions to 
add personality to the entire home: 
from the living room to the bedroom, 
the kitchen to the bathroom, and 
even the children’s bedroom.
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REAL ESTATE



Quality and
a quest for
excellence.

Every LAGO product is the result 
of studies and research aimed at 
creating well-thought-out, long- 
lasting, high-quality products. 
The work of machines is 
accompanied by meticulous 
human intervention, which ensures 
additional attention to detail. 
We combine reliable industrial 
processes with the care and 
dedication of skilled craftspeople.
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Living in 
healthy
environments.

LAGO has always chosen to use in its 
manufacturing process materials that 
have no impact on the environment, 
with high quality standards, reducing 
waste and the quantity of material 
produced. The use of solvent-free 
water-based paints that do not emit 
harmful volatile organic substances 
into the environment, and panels 
that meet the strictest standards in 
terms of formaldehyde content, allow 
better air quality, keeping indoor 
areas healthy.
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Find out more atw 
LAGO.IT




